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We can help
If you or someone you love is facing vision loss, we’re here to support you.
CNIB offers a wide range of services to help you increase your independence, build
your confidence and reclaim control over the way you lead your life. Whether you
want to find a new job, get emotional support or learn practical techniques to make
your everyday life easier, we can help.
To learn more about CNIB services and support, call the CNIB Helpline at
1-866-659-1843 or visit us online at cnib.ca.

Products for better living
This catalogue contains the most popular items from our wide range of helpful
consumer products. If you can’t find what you’re looking for here, give us a call at
1-866-659-1843, browse our online store at shop.cnib.ca or email store@cnib.ca.

How to purchase
• Online: shop.cnib.ca
• By phone: 1-866-659-1843
• Visit one of our store locations
Shipping charges* within Canada:
call 1-866-659-1843 for other destinations

Value before tax

Shipping cost (excluding GST)

Up to $14.99

$4.95

$15.00 to $49.99

$9.95

$50.00 to $99.99

$12.95

$100.00 to $199.99

$15.95

$200.00 and above

$17.95

*Shipping charges are guided by Canada Post and are subject to change without notice.
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Featured Products

Here you’ll find some of our newest and most popular items, hand-picked from
hundreds of Shop CNIB products. Whether you’re after the latest tech gadget, a bit
of fun and entertainment, or an around-the-house tool that you just can’t live without,
we have what’s right for you.

01

Explore 8 Portable Video Magnifier
SKU MAG-080-300-6090
$1,399.00
Save $100 off the retail price!
PRICE Order yours before January 31, 2018,
and pay only $1,299.
SPECIAL

This portable video magnifier is equipped with
twin HD cameras for desktop and distance
viewing. Features an 8” touchscreen and stable
folding stand. Magnify images 2X to 30X.
Connect to a computer to transfer images or to a
large screen television for a bigger image. USB
charger, USB cable, HDMI cable and protective
case included.

02

Compact 6 HD Speech Video Magnifier
SKU MAG-080-210-6090
$1,450.00
Save $200 off the retail price!
PRICE Order yours before January 31, 2018,
and pay only $1,250.
SPECIAL

Enjoy speech on the go. Point the camera to
text, take a snapshot and listen as the text is
read aloud. Features include two cameras, a
6” screen, customizable touch screen buttons,
reading stand and continuous zoom from
0.5X to 21X.

Order by phone: 1-866-659-1843
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03

Visolux 7” HD Video Magnifier
SKU MAG-080-220-6091

$1,145.00

Save $100 off the retail price!
PRICE Order yours before January 31, 2018,
and pay only $1,045.
SPECIAL

Magnify images from 2X to 22X. Transmit images
to computers and televisions using built-in HDMI
and USB ports. Dynamic line scrolling allows you
to scroll side to side, without moving the device.
Rechargeable battery, 2-megapixel camera and
zippered crush-proof case included.

04

Victor Reader Trek Book Player and GPS
SKU DAI-121-311-9000
$895.00
Save $100 off the retail price!
PRICE Order yours before January 31, 2018,
and pay only $795.
SPECIAL

Two products in one! The Trek combines
technology from the Victor Reader Stream with
the Trekker Breeze. Not only can you read books
and listen to podcasts but you can also check
your location. The press of one button will tell
you the nearest address, direction of travel and
describe the next intersection.

05

BuzzClip 2 Wearable Mobility Tool
SKU TEC-101-000-0221
$249.95
This discreet innovative device uses
NEW ultrasound to detect obstacles. Not
intended to replace a cane, but should
be used in combination with a cane or guide dog.
Through a series of vibrations, it helps navigate
users around obstacles at the upper body and
head level. Both a wearable and handheld
device. Micro-USB charging cable included.
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Digital Recorder - Black
SKU LIV-092-321-0001

$52.95

This lightweight and pocket-sized digital recorder
was designed with beginners in mind. Simply
slide a switch for one-touch recording. Buttons
include ‘trash bin’ (delete), noise cancellation and
centralized ‘play’ button. An oval rocker controls
volume and playback speed.

07

Natural Spectrum Desk Lamp
SKU LIT-120-027-2002

$109.95

This desk lamp illuminates with true colour
contrast, providing better visibility and reducing
eyestrain. Comes with a 27-watt bulb that is as
bright as an ordinary 150-watt bulb and lasts up
to 10,000 hours. Unit has a burlwood-like finish
with adjustable gooseneck to direct lighting.

08

Bookstand
SKU BOK-090-000-0010

$34.95

This compact bookstand folds back for easy
storage. Hold books open to your favourite
recipes with the swivelling and extendable
page holders or extend the sliding clip for taller
documents.

Order online: shop.cnib.ca
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Nimble Cutting Tool
SKU LIV-030-000-0004

$24.95

The Nimble is an incredible one-finger cutting
tool. Align your finger using the tactile guides
inside this yellow thimble and press at a
45-degree angle. The sharp zirconia ceramic
blade slices through tape or packaging with ease.
Adult supervision recommended.

10

BrailleBox
SKU LIV-023-000-0007

$21.95

The BrailleBox provides a fun way to learn braille.
Twelve circular holes in the lid allow you to create
two jumbo braille characters. Teak box contains
12 pegs.

11

ISA Goalball
SKU LIV-020-000-1004

$89.95

Goalball is a team sport designed specifically for
the blind and partially sighted. It made its world
debut at the 1976 Toronto Paralympic Games
and has been played ever since. Made of strong,
heavyweight rubber, the goalball is meant to be
rolled and not bounced. The metal bells inside
alert players where the ball is located on the
court.

Order by phone: 1-866-659-1843
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Canes

Interested in purchasing a white cane? Shop CNIB is home to a large assortment of
canes for people of all ages and levels of mobility. We also carry the most commonly
needed spare parts and accessories. Visit shop.cnib.ca or call 1-866-659-1843 to
browse our canes and accessories or learn more.
If you are not a white cane user but believe a cane could help you,
please contact your local CNIB office directly or call the Contact Centre
at 1-866-659-1843 to speak with a CNIB service specialist.

Clocks and Watches
12

Talking Pyramid Alarm Clock
SKU TIM-230-320-3019

07

$27.95

Enjoy this compact talking clock, shaped like a pyramid for
easy identification and modern style. Simply press the top
of the pyramid to hear the time. Set the alarm to rooster,
beep or cuckoo and adjust the volume as you please.
Requires four AA batteries (not included).

13

Talking Clock with Alarm and Temperature
SKU TIM-230-520-3721

$26.95

This simple black talking alarm clock not only speaks
aloud, but also showcases a crisp LCD screen that
displays the time, date and temperature in either
Fahrenheit or Celsius. Features two built-in alarm functions
with beep or rooster sounds. Requires two AA batteries
(not included).

14

Reminder Rosie Talking Alarm Clock
SKU TIM-230-520-2010

$139.95

This hands-free voice-activated alarm clock is equipped
with revolutionary speech recognition. Record reminders
in your own voice, then set them to play at a specific time,
week or year. Use for doctor appointments, dinner dates
and much more. White clock with orange trim displays
2-inch orange LED numerals. AC power with battery backup (3-AAA not included).

15

Voice Controlled Talking Alarm Clock
SKU TIM-230-520-2030

$59.95

The world’s first alarm clock that can be set and controlled
by voice alone. Announces alarm time, as well as indoor
temperature. Also includes nightlight and voice-guided help
menu.

Order online: shop.cnib.ca
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Talking Clock – Almond Shaped
SKU TIM-230-520-3011

$22.95

This low-profile clock makes telling the time easy.
Simply press the large top button or read the bold numbers
on the LED blue backlit display. Features a convenient
volume adjustment and choice of 12- or 24-hour format.
Requires three AA batteries (not included).

17

Keychain Talking Clock
SKU TIM-260-322-3110

$14.95

This attractive pocket-sized keychain/talking
SELLER clock announces the time audibly and also
displays time on an LED screen. Alarm can be
set to either talk or beep. One AG13 battery included.
English voice output only.
TOP

18

Braille Fashion Watch
SKU TIM-143-113-3000

$69.95

Battery-operated quartz unisex braille watch in silverfinish case with stylish black leather band. Brushed silver
dial features three dots at 12 o’clock, two dots at quarter
positions and single dots at remaining hours.
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Women’s Gold Talking Watch without Alarm
SKU TIM-142-511-3110

$59.95

Women’s gold-tone, one-button watch with
SELLER expansion band. Features white dial, black hands
and clear, English-only voice output.
TOP
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Women’s Silver Talking Watch without Alarm
SKU TIM-142-511-3100

$59.95

Fashionable women’s watch with a silverSELLER coloured case and matching expansion band.
With the push of a button, time is announced in a
clear, English-only male voice.
TOP

21

Men’s Silver Talking Watch without Alarm
SKU TIM-141-511-3110

$59.95

Men’s silver-tone, one-button watch with
SELLER expansion band. Features white dial, black hands
and clear speech output. One-button operation.
English voice output only.
TOP

22

Women’s Gold/Silver Talking Watch with Alarm
SKU TIM-142-511-3411
$61.95
Women’s gold- and silver-tone watch with
SELLER expansion band, and clear English speech.
Features a white dial, black hands, four easy-tofind controls around the case and a choice of three
alarm sounds.
TOP

23

Men’s Gold Talking Watch with Alarm
SKU TIM-141-511-3410

$61.95

Men’s gold-tone watch with expansion band, and
SELLER clear English speech. Features a white dial, black
hands, four easy-to-find controls around the case
and a choice of three alarm sounds.
TOP

Order by phone: 1-866-659-1843
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Women’s Silver Talking Date/Time Watch
SKU TIM-142-511-3111

$89.95

This well-designed women’s talking watch has
NEW only one button making it easy to use. Press once
to announce the time in your choice of male or
female English voice. Press again to announce the date.
White face with bold black numbers, blue second hand and
Japanese movement. This women’s version comes in a
stainless steel silver-tone expansion band.

25

Men’s Gold Talking Date/Time Watch
SKU TIM-141-511-3111

$89.95

This well-designed men’s talking watch has only
NEW one button making it easy to use. Press once to
announce the time in your choice of male or
female English voice. Press again to announce the date.
White face with bold black numbers, blue second hand and
Japanese movement. This men’s watch has a stainless
steel gold-tone expansion band.

26

Women’s Gold Talking Date/Time Watch
SKU TIM-142-511-3101

$59.95

This one-button women’s talking watch will make timetelling a breeze while making for an elegant, gold-tone
fashion accessory. Announces the time and date in your
choice of male or female English voice. Features an
expansion band, and a white dial with black hands and
numbers for optimum clarity.
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Men’s Silver Talking Date/Time Watch
SKU TIM-141-511-3101

$59.95

This one-button men’s talking watch will make time-telling
a breeze while making for a classic, silver-tone fashion
accessory. Announces the time and date in your choice of
male or female English voice. Features an expansion
band, and a white dial with black hands and numbers for
optimum clarity.
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Men’s Bradley Tactile Watch
SKU TIM-141-114-3000
Stainless
SKU TIM-141-116-3000
Blue

$319.95
$304.95

This one-of-a-kind time-telling device has a sleek,
accessible design. Tell time by touching a dial and feeling
the tactile ball bearings that indicate the hour and minute.
Available with a stainless steel mesh or blue fabric band.

29

Unisex Talking Digital Alarm Watch Black V2
SKU TIM-143-325-3201

$23.95

This versatile talking watch announces the time
NEW and date in a simulated female voice in English,
with optional time announcements that occur
every hour on the hour. Additional features include large
LCD screen and alarm function with snooze. Black
polyurethane band.

30

Extra Large Wall Clock 15”
SKU TIM-210-210-3002

$49.95

This 15” circular wall clock has large 2.25-inch
NEW high bold black numbers on a white background
making it easy to read. Two wide black hands,
orange second hand and black plastic frame. Requires one
AA battery (not included).

31

Talking Calendar Clock One Button
SKU TIM-230-320-3612

$51.95

What could be easier? Press the large, round circular
button and hear the time in a clear, British male voice.
Press again to hear the date. Requires two AAA batteries
(not included).

Order online: shop.cnib.ca
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Health and Wellness
Phoenix Talking Scale with Body Fat Calculation
SKU MED-021-315-0004
$109.95
Program this black scale with gender, height and age for
up to 10 users. Hear your body weight and fat percentage
in English, French, German or Spanish or read the crisp
digital display. Powered by four AA batteries (included).

33

Talking Bathroom Scale – Black
SKU MED-021-315-0005

$69.95

This precision black talking bathroom scale can
NEW announce your weight in pounds or kilograms
using a pleasant English-only female voice.
Switch off the talking feature for privacy and read the large
digital display instead. Maximum weight capacity 396
pounds (180 kilograms). Requires 4 AAA batteries
(included).

34

Talking Blood Pressure Monitor
SKU MED-021-242-0000

$129.95

The EZ Health Talking Blood Pressure Monitor displays
and announces blood pressure and pulse rates. Unit
includes both a regular (8.7” by 12.6”) and large
(12.6” by 16.5”) arm cuff. Up to 80 readings can be
stored for tracking results. Zippered storage case and
AC adapter included.

35

Heart-Shaped Talking Pedometer
SKU MED-021-319-0000

$16.95

Clip this fun and functional talking heart-shaped pedometer
to your belt or pocket. Announces the number of steps
and distance travelled in imperial units. Uses one CR2025
Lithium battery (included).

Order by phone: 1-866-659-1843

Home and Entertainment

36

13

Bicycle Large-Print Bridge Playing Cards
SKU LIV-022-000-0030
Red Back
SKU LIV-022-000-0031
Blue Back

$5.95
$5.95

Easy-to-read bridge-sized cards in standard suit colours.
Features bold numbers in large print measuring 1¼”, as
well as an air-cushion finish that allows for easy shuffling
and dealing.

37

Jumbo-Print Playing Cards
SKU LIV-022-000-0001
SKU LIV-022-000-0029

Red Back
Blue Back

$5.95
$5.95

One deck of poker-sized playing cards with numbers
and suits in large print for easy reading. Print size is
approximately two times larger than regular playing cards.

38

Elite Braille Poker Playing Cards
SKU LIV-022-000-0034
Red Back
SKU LIV-022-000-0035
Blue Back

$17.95
$17.95

One deck of poker-sized playing cards features large,
bold 1.25” numerals. Suits and values are also indicated
with braille written in one line across the top of each card.
Made from durable plastic, this deck is built to last.

39

English Braille Poker Playing Cards
SKU LIV-026-000-0002
Red Back
SKU LIV-026-000-0003
Blue Back

NEW

$25.95
$25.95

This single deck of poker-sized playing cards
features English braille. Numbers and suits are
printed in one line down the left side of the card.

Order online: shop.cnib.ca
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Braille Tactile Bingo Card
SKU LIV-025-000-0005

$14.95

Everyone can enjoy bingo with this specially
NEW designed black and white high-contrast board.
Each indented 1.25-inch (3-centimetre) square
contains a large-print black tactile number, with tactile
braille at the top. Plastic chips included.

41

Shuttered Bingo Card
SKU LIV-022-000-0006

$5.95

This shuttered bingo card features large 1/2" black
numbers on a white background. Red translucent shutters
indicate when a number has been used.

42

Compact Coin Manager
SKU LIV-084-000-0000

$5.95

Keeps Canadian coins separate and easy to find in a
plastic pack that fits any pocket or purse. Coins are easily
accessed, but a spring keeps them secure until needed.
Store more than $7 in change.

43

Wikki Stix One-of-a-Kind Creatables
SKU LIV-024-000-0013

$8.95

Contains 48 cords of 6” lengths in assorted colours, which
cling to most surfaces and are easily rearranged. Can be
used by teachers, mobility instructors and children.
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44

Infila Needle Threader
SKU LIV-022-000-0020

$6.95

Automatic needle threader accommodating standard and
long-shafted sewing needles. The threading mechanism
has a horizontal action.

45

Self-Threading Needles
SKU LIV-022-000-0014

$2.95

Six assorted ‘V’-grooved slit-eye needles. Thread is
stretched across a groove at the end of needle then pulled
into the eye.

46

Push-Button Padlock
SKU LIV-034-000-0000

$11.95

Combination lock opens by depressing the coded buttons.
To lock, simply depress all buttons and push in shackle.

47

Talking Indoor/Outdoor Thermometer
SKU LIV-031-321-0003

$27.95

Hear indoor and outdoor temperature readings audibly
at the touch of a button. Features include volume control
and alarms for high and low temperatures. LCD screen
displays temperature in large, black numbers. Wall mount
or desktop. Uses two AAA batteries (not included).

Order by phone: 1-866-659-1843
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Talking Kitchen Scale Vox-2 Evolution
SKU LIV-041-342-0001

$79.95

This compact modern scale is equipped with an easy-toclean stainless steel platform. Hear weight information in
grams or ounces in a clear, female voice or use the digital
blue backlit LCD. Scale has rubberized feet for stability,
automatic power off and TARE function. Capacity is 11 lbs.
(5 kg.). Requires four AA batteries (included).

49

Talking Timer
SKU LIV-041-329-0001

$21.95

Perfect for cooking, exercise, appointments, meetings and
repetitive actions such as taking medicine every few hours.
Three-in-one function includes talking count-down timer,
count-up timer and clock that can operate simultaneously.
Uses two AG13 batteries (included).

50

Dinner Plate with Inner Lip
SKU LIV-040-000-0012

$13.95

9" plate holds food against a low fence as a person brings
a utensil to the edge of the plate. Made of unbreakable
bone-coloured polypropylene. Lightweight, durable, easy
to clean and dishwasher-safe.

51

Liquid Level Indicator - EZ Fill
SKU LIV-041-339-0000

$21.95

Lightweight device that hangs over the lip of a
MUST
HAVE glass and sounds a buzzer when liquid is filled to
within a 1/2” of top. Simple design and smooth
plastic case allows for easy clean-up.
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Talking Measuring Jug
SKU LIV-041-315-0003

$144.95

Measurements announced in a clear male voice in
millilitres and litres, or pints and fluid ounces. Unit also
measures amounts added while mixing. Inner container
can be removed for easy cleaning. Requires a 9-volt battery
(included).

53

Tactile 60 Minute Timer
SKU LIV-047-000-0000

$29.95

This counter top timer has big, bold, black tactile markings
on a white background, making it easy to see. Simply set by
turning the large black dial.

54

Orange Bump-Ons – Small (Pack of 28)
SKU LIV-054-000-0016

$9.95

Brightly coloured orange vinyl round dots with flat tops for
easy labeling and identification of household items. Dots
measure 1/4 inches in diameter by 1/16 inches high.

55

Locator Dots (Pack of Six)
SKU LIV-054-000-0008

$4.95

Transparent, self-adhesive tabs with circular base
approximately 3/8” in diameter, and raised dot in the centre.
Place on household items (e.g., stove settings, computer
keys, etc.) for easy orientation.

Order online: shop.cnib.ca
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Bump-On Tactile Dots – Clear
SKU LIV-054-000-0017
40-pack
SKU LIV-054-000-0015
30-pack

$8.95
$6.95

Clear, plastic dots with adhesive backing, used to identify
appliance controls foods, cleaning products, etc. Available
in diameters of 1/4” (40 per pack) or 5/16” (30 per pack).

57

Bump-Ons – Mixed Colour Pack
SKU LIV-054-000-0014

$14.95

These bump-on dots can help identify everyday items
like computer keys, telephone buttons and more. The
assortment includes clear, black and orange circles and
squares, with 10 provided of each style for a total of
80 bump-on dots per package.

58

PenFriend 2 Audio Labeller
SKU LIV-051-321-0002
SKU LIV-051-321-0003

English
French

$199.95
$199.95

The PenFriend 2 Audio Labeller is lighter than the old
version and has more memory (4 GB). Record messages
on a self-adhesive label, stick to an item and play the
message back audibly. Four buttons: power, record,
volume and mode. Lanyard, storage box and two AAA
batteries included.

59

Large Print Crosswords Book (No. 2)
SKU BOK-220-001-0002

$14.95

These crossword puzzles will challenge your
NEW brain, not your eyes. The 125 crosswords contain
clues in large font, and feature squares of more
than half an inch across. Each puzzle takes up two pages,
making it easy to see and fill out. Choose #BOK-220-0010000 for Crosswords Book No. 1.
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Braille Alphabet Magnets
SKU LIV-025-000-0007 26-pack $14.95
Braille Number Magnets
SKU LIV-025-000-0008 27-pack $14.95
Learn braille with these colourful magnets.
Select numbers to practice basic
arithmetic or alphabet to learn spelling.

61

Object Locator
SKU LIV-051-349-0000

$39.95

Find commonly misplaced items easily with this handy
object locator, which emits a beep from tagged objects.
Includes transmitter, three tags and four CR2016 batteries.

62

Braille Labeller
SKU LIV-055-000-0006
SKU LIV-055-000-0002

Tape Refill

$42.95
$4.95

Emboss braille characters and numerals including the
complete alphabet, common conjunctions, prepositions,
contractions, punctuation marks and the upper case sign.
Uses 1/2” embossing tapes.

63

Sock Organizers
SKU LIV-050-000-0000

$4.95

Package of 20 sock-locks. Each grips one pair of socks
and holds them together through the washer and dryer and
back to the drawer.

Order by phone: 1-866-659-1843
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64

65

Tactile Liquid Marker
Writes in safe, non-toxic permanent liquid that hardens to
form a tactile mark approximately 1/16” high. Dishwasher
and dryer safe. Available in black, white, bright yellow
and bright orange.
Colour

SKU

Price

Black

LIV-054-000-0004

$4.95

White

LIV-054-000-0005

$4.95

Yellow

LIV-054-000-0006

$4.95

Orange

LIV-054-000-0007

$4.95

Colorino Talking Colour Identifier
SKU LIV-051-321-0001

$249.95

Handheld colour identifier that detects the presence of light
as well as more than 150 nuances of colour with a touch of
a button. Speaks in a clear female voice with three different
volume settings. Includes an earphone jack (earphones not
included), two AAA batteries and a zippered carrying case.
English only.

66

Flipper Remote
SKU LIV-012-321-0001

$49.95

The Flipper Remote is lightweight, fits comfortably in your
hands and has only six rubberized buttons. This remote
control works with major televisions and cable/satellite
boxes. Requires two AAA batteries (not included).

Call us today at
1-866-659-1843

Order online: shop.cnib.ca
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67

Headphones Aftershokz Sportz Titanium with Mic Black
SKU LIV-010-317-0002
$79.95
Unlike regular headphones that block your ears,
NEW these black headphones sit in front of your ears,
keeping you aware of surrounding sounds such
as traffic. Listen to music and take calls with the included
microphone. Lightweight and reflective titanium headband.
Powered by a rechargeable battery (included).

68

Clarity XLC2+ Phone with Talking Caller ID
SKU LIV-071-331-0001

$174.95

This sleek cordless phone features talking caller
SELLER ID and a backlit dial pad with bold white-on-black
numbers. Each number is also spoken aloud as
you dial. Features include voice amplification of outgoing
and incoming speech, visual ringer with voicemail indicator,
12-speed dial buttons and last number redial.
TOP

69

Geemarc AmpliCL100 Phone
SKU LIV-072-000-0016

$69.95

Features black buttons with white numbers, making it ideal
for those with vision loss. Modify volume of incoming and
outgoing speech. Flashing red visual ring indicator.

70

Ameriphone JV35 with Braille
SKU LIV-071-222-0000

$159.95

Features jumbo-sized buttons with braille characters and
large white numbers. The phone announces each number
being dialed as you dial it, and has adjustable sound
amplification and visual ring indicator.
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71

Photo Phone P300
SKU LIV-072-000-0004

$64.95

Program up to nine numbers, add their photos and make a
quick call at the press of a button. Functions include hold,
redial, flash, pauses and mute. Hearing aid compatible.

72

Giant Button Speaker Phone
SKU LIV-072-000-0017

$44.95

This easy-to-use basic white phone is equipped
NEW with large keys and bold black numbers 0.75
inches (2 centimetres) high. Press the speaker
button and it becomes a hands-free phone. Flashing red
LED ring indicator with adjustable ringer, speaker and
receiver volume control.

73

Cordless Phone with Answering Machine
SKU LIV-071-341-0000

$179.95

This cordless phone has a built-in answering
NEW machine to record up to 15 minutes of messages.
Other features include a talking digit keypad with
female voice and ‘slow talk mode’ to slow a caller’s voice in
real time or slow voice-mail playback. Two AAA
rechargeable batteries in the handset and 2 AAA in the
base (included).

Visit us online at
shop.cnib.ca

Order by phone: 1-866-659-1843

Lighting
74
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Ottlite Desk Lamp with 3X Magnifier
SKU LIT-114-013-5030

$144.95

Two flexible arms allow both light and magnification to be
directed where needed. See fine details with the 5” optical
grade rimless 3X magnifier or get even closer with the
1” 5X insert.

75

Ottlite 13W Task Lamp Black
SKU LIT-104-018-5012

$79.95

Simulating nature’s daylight and using up to 80% less
energy than traditional lighting, this lamp reduces glare
and is great for studying, crafts, sewing or reading.
Weighs under 4 lbs., and is easy to mount.

76

Floor/Table Magnifying Lamp LED 2X
SKU LIT-316-021-6020

$134.95

This sleek black lamp works as both a floor lamp
(measuring 44” tall) and a table lamp when the adjustable
pole is removed. Featuring a 5” lens with 2X magnification
surrounded by 21 LEDs, this convenient tool will help to
illuminate and magnify books, magazines, detail tasks
and more.

77

Daylight Floor Lamp
SKU LIT-320-020-6000

$199.95

Features flexible arm to easily direct light. Energy saving
bulb that reduces glare and improves contrast. Lamp
also includes clear ON/OFF switch, anti-trip cable holder,
adjustable height and low heat shade.
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Magnification

Please note that before purchasing any optical aid with magnification of 3X or higher,
Shop CNIB recommends you discuss your needs with a CNIB low vision specialist.
A low vision specialist can provide a professional visual assessment in order to
understand your condition and develop an effective course of action. For more
information, please contact CNIB at 1-866-659-1843.
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2X Bar Magnifier
SKU MAG-021-020-0005

$15.95

Acrylic magnifier with convex shape provides mild
magnification (2X) for reading small-print materials, like
mail or the telephone directory. Bright yellow guiding line
helps keep your place when reading. Doubles as a ruler
displaying inches and centimetres.
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MaxTV 2.1X Telescopic Glasses
SKU MAG-120-021-0003

$231.95

An innovative aid for watching television with a 3-metre
range and effective 2.1X magnification. Easily adjustable
for each eye, and includes protective case and side arm
extensions for extra comfort.
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Compact 7 HD Video Magnifier
SKU MAG-080-240-6090

$1,450.00

This high-definition video magnifier with 7” full-colour
screen provides continuous magnification from 2X to 24X.
Easily portable at less than 1.5 lbs. Includes rechargeable
battery and 8-megapixel auto-focus camera. Pay only
$1,045 until January 31, 2018.

Order online: shop.cnib.ca
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Explore 5 Video Magnifier
SKU MAG-080-220-6090

$799.00

This easy to use video magnifier is always ready to use,
the moment you take it out of your purse or pocket.
Features a retractable handle and 5-inch LCD screen.
Continuous magnification from 2X to 22X.
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Smartlux Digital Portable Video Magnifier
SKU MAG-080-120-6094

$595.00

This handheld video magnifier features a 5” LCD
SELLER screen with five viewing modes. Magnification
adjusts to 5X, 7X, 9X and 12X. Includes hard
foam case, cleaning cloth and charging device
(replacement charger also available #MAG-070-000-6060).
TOP
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Pebble HD Video Magnifier
SKU MAG-082-010-6291

$645.00

Features a 4.3” display screen and high definition
NEW camera, plus the convenient handle allows for
usage in various positions. Offers five levels of
magnification (4.5X, 5.5X, 7.9X, 9.5X and 13.5X).
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Ruby Handheld Video Magnifier
SKU MAG-080-140-6410

$495.00

Read easier and focus on the details with this lightweight
and portable video magnifier. Magnifies images up to 14X
on a 4.3” full colour screen. Uses four rechargeable AAA
batteries (included). Pay only $450 until January 31, 2018.
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1.5 Around the Neck LED Magnifier
SKU MAG-092-150-0000

$39.95

Read small print, do crafts, needlework and much
NEW more all hands-free. Adjustable neck cord holds
this over-the-neck, 1.5X LED magnifier at the
desired distance. The 4-inch (10 centimetre) circular lens
is unbreakable and scratch-resistant. Bifocal 3X spot lens.
Uses 3 AAA batteries (not included).
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UltraOptix Round LED 4X Magnifier
SKU MAG-062-040-2000
UltraOptix Round LED 5X Magnifier
SKU MAG-062-050-2000
UltraOptix Pocket LED 7X Magnifier
SKU MAG-062-070-2000

$28.95
$26.95
$19.95

UltraOptix Magnifiers:
Unbreakable, scratch-resistant lens ideal for reading fine
print, maps, phone books or stock listings. LED illumination
provides brilliant light for reading in dark or low-lighted
areas. Perfect as spares, fitting easily in your purse or
briefcase. Uses three AAA batteries (not included).
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6X Silver Pendant Magnifier
SKU MAG-091-060-0001

$69.95

A fashionable pendant with 15/8” diameter, 6X lens on a
silver-plated 36” chain. A great accessory complementing
your favourite outfits, this magnifier will always be ready
when you need it. Read maps, product labels and menus
with ease.

27
3X Rectangular Magnifier LED
SKU MAG-102-030-0000

88

$29.95

This 3X magnifier features a 2” by 3” acrylic lens and bright
white LED light. Rubberized folding handle and simple on/
off switch makes for comfortable, easy use. Uses one AAA
battery (not included).

Fresnel Sheet Magnifiers

89

Lightweight, acrylic lenses
that use the same technology
as lighthouses to provide
magnification without bulk or
weight.

Size

Power

Format

SKU

Price

9” x 71/2”

3X
2X

MAG-011-020-0000
MAG-051-040-0001
MAG-051-040-0000

$24.95

83/4” x 63/8”
31/8” x 111/16”

Stand
Page
Wallet

2X

Visit us online at
shop.cnib.ca

Order by phone: 1-866-659-1843

$7.95
$1.95
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Quantum LED Pocket Magnifiers
CNIB’s exclusive range of pocket magnifiers with bright
white LED illumination for reading in dark or low-lighted
areas. Excellent performance and value. Requires three
AAA batteries (not included).
Size

Power

SKU

Price

3"

4X

MAG-062-040-2311

$52.95

2.25"

5X

MAG-062-050-2311

$52.95

2"

7X

MAG-062-070-2311

$52.95

1.5"

8X

MAG-062-080-2311

$52.95

1.5”

10X

MAG-062-100-2311

$52.95

Pocket 3.5X LED Sliding Illuminated Magnifier
SKU MAG-062-035-2200

$34.95

This 3.5X magnifier is lightweight and portable. Simply
slide the magnifier open for bright LED magnification.
Powered by two GPA76 batteries (included).
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Donegan Optivisor Magnifying Visor
Features precision glass lenses mounted in a flip-up
visor. Perfect for close-up work without having to hold a
magnifier. Spare 3.5X lens plate is also available
(#MAG-070-035-0004).
Power
1.75X
2X
2.5X
2.75X
3.5X

SKU
MAG-091-018-0004
MAG-091-020-0004
MAG-091-025-0004
MAG-091-028-0004
MAG-091-035-0004

Order online: shop.cnib.ca

Price
$84.95
$84.95
$84.95
$86.95
$87.95

Sunglasses
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Please consult with your eye care professional to find out which colour and tint is
right for you. You can also call CNIB's service specialists at 1-866-659-1843 for more
information.
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Genesis Wraparound Sunglasses
SKU SUN-234-501-0070
Dark grey
SKU SUN-234-509-0070
Espresso

$19.95
$19.95

Protective wraparound eyewear with streamlined design
and black frames. Features adjustable temple arms with
soft foam comfort strips, and shatterproof/fog-proof lenses
providing excellent UV and IR protection.

94
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Solar3 Wraparound Sunglasses
Stylish sunglasses providing superb protection against
UVA/UVB rays. Lightweight frames with bend-to-fit
temples for custom fit. Made with highly scratch-resistant
polycarbonate materials.
Colour

SKU

Price

Polarized grey

SUN-221-101-0070

$68.95

Yellow

SUN-221-503-0070

$68.95

Orange

SUN-221-505-0070

$68.95

Plum

SUN-221-508-0070

$68.95

Amber

SUN-221-509-0070

$68.95

Velocity Lightweight Sunglasses
SKU SUN-234-501-0071
Dark grey
SKU SUN-234-503-0070
Yellow

$14.95
$14.95

A budget-priced, modern design featuring black frames
with lenses that curve around the eye socket to exclude
ambient light. Extremely lightweight, with ultra strong hinges.

30
SolarShield Fit-Over Sunglasses
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Stylish sunglasses with
tortoiseshell frames and lenses
that provide ultimate protection
against UVA/B and the 400nm
blue light associated with cataract
formation. Wear them on their own
or over glasses. Protective bag
included.
Size

Amber Lens

Grey Lens

Price

Small
Medium
Large

SUN-321-509-0040
SUN-321-509-0050
SUN-321-509-0063

SUN-321-101-0040
SUN-321-101-0050
SUN-321-101-0063

$68.95
$68.95
$68.95

Cocoons Polarized Fit-Overs
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These sleek fit-over sunglasses
offer polarized 360° UV400
protection, and feature black
frames with your choice of yellow,
amber or blue-mirror lenses. The
adjustable temples keep these
fit-overs feeling comfortable and
secure, and the zippered neoprene
case with plastic clip will ensure you always have them when you need them.
Glasses not included.
Size

Yellow Lens

Blue Mirror

Amber Lens

Price

M
ML

SUN-361-103-1440
SUN-361-103-1450

SUN-361-104-1440
SUN-361-104-1450

SUN-361-109-1440
SUN-361-109-1450

$54.95
$54.95

L

SUN-361-103-1460

SUN-361-104-1460

SUN-361-109-1460

$54.95

Order by phone: 1-866-659-1843

Writing, Reading and Calculating
98

Address Book - Large-Print
SKU WRI-022-000-6009

31

$29.95

Features informational lines spaced 1/2” apart to provide
ample room for writing, and 30-point print for easy reading.
Over 500 pages total. Includes complimentary felt-tip pen.

99

Pentel Fibre-Tip Pen – Black
SKU WRI-032-000-0009

$2.95

Black pen with a tough, acrylic, medium tip. Vivid, waterbased ink writes expressive, bold lines. Perfect for general
writing, drawing and adding character to any signature.
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Talking Calculator with Earphones
SKU WRI-011-322-0001

$44.95

Ten-digit talking calculator announces all digits,
calculations and functions in clear female voice. Additional
features include an adjustable volume button, optional
time announcement, date display and an alarm clock.
Earphones included for privacy. Requires two AA batteries
(not included).

Call us today at
1-866-659-1843

Order online: shop.cnib.ca
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Jumbo Talking Calculator with Display
SKU WRI-018-321-0000

$57.95

A high-visibility talking calculator. Measures 8” by 11½”
with 1” high numerals in the LCD. Voice output has
three sound levels and can be muted. Requires two
AAA batteries (not included).

102

103

Lined Paper Pads
Lined, 81/2” by 11” pads of heavyweight paper that retains
clear, crisp markings. Black lines on white paper, with
choices of line spacing and thickness for individual needs.
100 sheets per pad.
Line
spacing

Line
thickness

SKU

Price

5/16"

1/32"

WRI-028-000-6000

$11.95

5/8"

1/8"

WRI-028-000-6002

$11.95

11/4"

1/8"

WRI-028-000-6003

$11.95

4-Line/28-Cell Aluminum Slate with Stylus
SKU WRI-033-000-1012
Slate
SKU WRI-033-000-1013
Stylus

$12.95
$ 1.95

Four-line, 28-cell slate is made of lightweight aluminum.
Its pin-down paper-holding feature allows for easy reading
without removing paper from slate. Regular-style plastic
stylus for use with aluminum slate. Each item sold
separately.

Call us today at
1-866-659-1843

Order online: shop.cnib.ca
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Braille Stylus
The most popular styles in wood/plastic plus a wood
eraser.
Grip style

Dot size

SKU

Price

Ball

Regular

WRI-033-000-1004

$10.95

Ball

Jumbo

WRI-033-000-1005

$10.95

Round

Eraser

WRI-033-000-2000

$08.95

Large-Print Keyboard
SKU WRI-032-000-0017
SKU WRI-032-000-0018

Black print on yellow
White print on black

$39.95
$39.95

These user-friendly computer keyboards feature large,
high-contrast, white lettering on black keys or black
lettering on yellow keys. Includes 12 additional “hot keys”
for commonly used commands.

106

Large-Print Keyboard Labels
Large-print, wear-resistant key markings for standard
keyboards. Available in three different colour formats.
Letter keys are 32-point print and remaining overlay keys
are 20-point print.
Colour

SKU

Price

White on black

LIV-052-000-0001

$23.95

Black on white

LIV-052-000-0002

$23.95

Black on yellow

LIV-052-000-0005

$23.95

Visit us online at
shop.cnib.ca

Order by phone: 1-866-659-1843
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Signature Guide
SKU WRI-032-000-0001

107

$2.95

This signature guide is made of lightweight plastic and can
be folded to easily fit into a wallet or purse. One half of the
guide can be used to carry a bus pass or other ID.

Writing Guides
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A variety of templates for writing a letter, addressing an
envelope or just signing a bill.

Use

Features

SKU

Price

Letter
Envelope
Cheque
Signature

13 lines on 81/2” X 11”
Cut-out for sender also
Canadian cheques only
Credit card size

WRI-032-000-0003
WRI-032-000-0006
WRI-032-000-0020
WRI-032-000-0000

$4.95
$3.95
$11.95
$1.95

Perkins Classic Brailler
SKU WRI-033-000-1000
SKU WRI-033-000-1020

Grey
Blue

$1295.00
$1295.00

Use this sturdy, metal standard Perkins Brailler to emboss
25 lines with 42 cells. Features include adjustable margin
guides, large paper feed knobs and ergonomically
designed plastic keys. Includes dust cover and wooden
eraser.
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Victor Reader Stratus 4M Configured
SKU DAI-122-011-1024
Victor Reader Stratus 12M Configured
SKU DAI-122-011-1025

$525.00
$525.00

The Stratus 4M and 12M are user-friendly audio players
that play DAISY (Digital Accessible Information System)
and MP3 books, as well as music on CDs, SD cards and
USB flash drives. Once the units are “configured” by
CNIB’s technicians to your wireless Internet services,
DAISY books can be downloaded directly to the unit.
The 4M has four arrow keys while the 12M has a
12-key number pad. Powered by rechargeable
Lithium-polymer battery.
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Victor Reader Stream DAISY Player
SKU DAI-131-111-9001
Unconfigured
SKU DAI-131-111-9002
Configured

$420.00
$420.00

The Stream is a portable handheld audio player that plays
DAISY books, MP3, MP4, EPUB and other media formats.
Purchase the ‘configured’ version to have the unit connect
to your wireless Internet service and download DAISY
books directly to the unit.
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Orbit Braille Reader 20
SKU TEC-888-888-8888

$499.00

Affordable, refreshable and portable, the Orbit Braille
Reader 20 features 20 eight-dot refreshable braille cells,
eight braille input keys and space bar. Reads files stored
on an SD card and connects to computers and mobile
devices via USB or Bluetooth for use with a screen
reader. Developed in conjunction with other leading blind
organizations around the world, CNIB is the exclusive
Canadian distributor.
TM

Order online: shop.cnib.ca

Terms of sale
Prices and specifications
All prices, descriptions and shipping charges were accurate at the
time of publication but are subject to change without notice.

Returns
Most items can be returned with invoice or packing slip for credit or
refund within 30 days of sale. Shipping charges are non-refundable
and items used directly with the body (e.g., eye dropper) cannot be
returned unless defective.

Warranty and repair service
Products requiring repair or service under warranty should be
returned to the manufacturer. Call 1-866-659-1843 for warranty
and repair assistance.

Warranty coverage
Modifying a product will void the warranty. CNIB will repair or replace
a defective product. If an identical product is not available, CNIB will
exchange the item for another of equal or greater value.

Low Vision? We Can Help!
Wearable
Technology

Battery-operated, full-colour system
worn like a pair of glasses to see
near, far, and everything in between.

Low Vision Solutions

Hand-held
4.3” LCD

Read labels, prescriptions,
menus and so much more!
Perfect at home or on the go!

(888) 811-3161

www.enhancedvision.com

Text

Mobilux® LED Hand-held Magnifiers are

CLEARLY THE BEST!

Available in
a variety of
powers!

Compared to other brands...
•
•
•
•
•

the LEDs are brighter & provide illumination up to 2x longer
the scratch resistant lenses last 3-4 times longer
the battery replacement costs are 30% less
the overall usage cost over 5 years is 40% less
it’s the only hand-held magnifier that
can also be used as a stand magnifier
using the optional Mobase stand
Mobilux® LED in a Mobase Stand

Order your Mobilux® LED Magnifier today!
Contact CNIB at 1-866-659-1843 or visit shop.cnib.ca and
get the best quality magnifier that actually costs you less!

shop.cnib.ca 1-866-659-1843

To place an order or for more
information, contact CNIB:
Online: shop.cnib.ca
Toll-Free: 1-866-659-1843
By Email: store@cnib.ca

